MOON vs. MERCURY, MAGIC vs. LAW
THE REVERSE POLARIZATION OF CATALONIAN SOCIETY
What Does the 72-63 Independence Resolution Vote Signify According to
The Law Of Number?

Last Monday (November 9, 2015) the Parliament of the Autonomous Spanish Region
of Catalonia passed a Resolution of Independence – literally a secession from Spain with what appeared to be a clear majority of 72 MPs vs. a minority of 63 MPs.

But if we look beyond the surface we find that, in and of themselves, the numbers 72
and 63 tell a different story. These numbers did not come out “by chance” for, as
taught by the Sacred Science of Time and Number, they represent the vibrations of
the Centripetal Forces of the MOON and MERCURY Spheres respectively in the
Solar System Hologram which is rendered by the “Tree of Life” scheme of the
Qabbalistic Tradition, and is the highest, most complete pictorial representation of
GOD’S LAW, the Law of Number.

As disclosed in my recently published book “Gates of Time Windows of Opportunity”,
and as shown in the attached diagram, the Centripetal Force of the MOON Sphere is
defined as THE END or COMPLETION, while that of the MERCURY Sphere is
defined as JUDGMENT. Thus, even though 72 is numerically greater than 63 by 9
units, it is HIERARCHICALLY INFERIOR from the vibrational perspective of the
Supreme Law of Number.

The fact that the Resolution was set up for debate by a woman (The Moon), the
President of the Catalonian Parliament, Carme Forcadell, on a Monday (the MoonDay), and during the Dark of the Moon interval of the month, and resulted in 72
clearly expresses that this Resolution is confined to the Sphere of the END. It has
been magically and Qabbalistically plotted in such a way as to be “AN
ACCOMPLISHED FACT” something that no one can change, and that from the

Sphere of the MOON will be projected directly onto the EARTH Sphere. The Force of
72 is indeed that of the ULTIMATE CONSEQUENCE which needs must manifest in
reality. And indeed it did so. The document was passed.

But the Will for Catalonia to split with Spain emerged from Below, that is from the
sub-lunar, terrestrial realm of mixed vibrations of the local Catalonian barons whose
exacerbated individualism does not look any further than personal appetites,
material interests and welfare. Accordingly, the means used to project this will into
reality correspond to the magical use of Terrestrial Forces which my book explains as
a reversal of a temporal cause-effect sequence eventually leading to “Time Theft”.

For the most broad outcome of self-proclaimed “independence” would be for
Catalonia to be on a separate time-frame or history thread from the rest of Spain, as
secession must be viewed not just in terms of space but also of time. The latter does
not refer to such things as time-zones but to the Inner Time of individuals that would
be altered as they would begin to function in the new “Republic”, even though they
may not in the least perceive it. Yet the roots of this severe Inner Time disturbance
which is sought to be sanctioned by the independence process go far back in the
gloomy past of both popular witchcraft and Qabbalistic medieval substratum of this
region of Spain.

Overall, the partisans of 72 are those who act from Below, from the realm of
Terrestrial Forces of mixed vibration, magically projecting their will power into the
MOON Sphere and forcing its manifestation as reality. At the same time they
advocate a total disjunction or severance from all the other spheres of the “Tree of
Life”, of which MERCURY, the Sphere of JUDGMENT is the next upper one.

The partisans of Spanish unity are polarized on this very Sphere of MERCURY as
indicated by the number of those voting against the resolution: 63. Unlike the MOON

Sphere which belongs to the Central Pillar of BALANCE, the MERCURY Sphere
belongs to the Left Pillar of SEVERITY. As further shown in the diagram extracted
from my book, the Sphere of MERCURY - JUDGMENT broadcasts to its inferior the
MOON Essential Force 64 which is that of FEAR (Fear of Judgment) while the
MOON responds by the Essential Force 71 which is that of REPULSION (Repulsion
of the Cause of Fear). These Forces are continuously at work in the Solar System and
exert their influence on the EARTH Sphere and through all individual humans on the
planet. Even though the 72 partisans of Independence may be more numerous than
the 63 partisans of Spanish unity, their vibration as a group is inferior, and the
relationship between the two groups is the hierarchical one defined by the Law of
Number as the couple of Forces 64-71 (FEAR-REPULSION). In this hierarchical
order, the minority of 63 is rightfully placed ABOVE the majority of 72 just as these
exact numbers have a qualitative value above and beyond the quantitative one.

Most likely, over the coming weeks and months, we shall witness this Couple of
Forces at work as the Spanish Government will deploy the mechanisms of human
Law to inject FEAR into the secessionists and cause their due REPULSION (or
abandonment of) their design. The secessionists have been seeking to completely
inhibit the Couple of Forces 64-71 by trying to reverse their cause-effect sequence.
But as they are acting “from Below” i.e. from the sub-lunar realm of Terrestrial
Forces, their achievements can only be temporary, marked by inherent turbulence
and instability, and prone to inconsistency and betrayal.

The 72-63 voting score is the seal indicating that the Catalonian Resolution of
Independence is self-defeated insofar as it goes directly against GOD’S LAW the Law
of Number. The daily vibration on which it was passed: 9 11 2015 that results in 9-118 indicates the futility of the attempt to subvert the hierarchical order of the Spheres
and attempt to give the Sphere of the END (9) precedence over the Sphere of
JUDGMENT (8) which is the corresponding move of Anarchy – the rule of FEAR and

the REPULSION of the Rule (of Law). For between 9 and 8 lies 11 – the Force of
MASTERY also known as the “Gates of Death” - which precludes the subversion of
the Solar System hierarchy as it lies vertically on the Right Pillar of Mercy linking the
Spheres of URANUS (LOVE) and JUPITER (ORDER).

As stated above, the Resolution on Catalonian Independence may have been passed
on the daily 9118 sequence with the help of the MOON Sphere vibrations, but the
numeric (63-72) pattern on which this occurred clearly indicates that, in the words of
the Spanish Justice Minister “it is not going anywhere” – it is doomed to succumb to
the FEAR OF JUDGMENT broadcast by the Superior Sphere of MERCURY – that of
JUDGMENT according to the Law of Number.

The seal of 72 proves that the efforts of the Catalonian barons headed de facto by
Artur Mas spring from Below (the EARTH Sphere) and, as such, are doomed never to
rise above the MOON Sphere of the END, whereas GOD’S LAW, the Law of Number
is carried out implacably through ALL the Spheres of the Solar System, the last one
before the MOON itself being the Sphere of MERCURY marked by the 63 opponents.

The promoters of Spanish unity can rest assured that their position is the right one
not only en rapport with the Law of the Land or the Spanish Constitution, but also in
accordance to the Highest Law, the Law of Number. Conversely, the promoters of
Catalonian Independence should be made aware that they are not breaking the
Spanish Constitution but are clearly abusing GOD’S LAW, the Law of Number, as
yesterday’s 63-72 vote rightfully and unambiguously proclaims that GOD’S WILL IS
NOT TO HAVE CATALONIA SPLIT AWAY FROM SPAIN. And this shall be made
manifest in the very near future.”

If this short article has been of interest to you, you are welcome to try other free
excerpts from “GATES OF TIME WINDOWS OF OPPORTUNITY” and/or purchase
the whole book at these links:

http://www.oanganga.com
https://www.bublish.com/author/view/6071

"THE WINTER OF OUR DISCONTENT ..."
THE LAW OF NUMBER IN ACTION IN CATALONIAN AND WORLD POLITICS
How long before politicians take note ?..
15:15 once more, and for the last time, Artur Mas and his Qabbalistic scheme are
SELF-DEFEATED.
Here is an extract from Last Minute News in "El Periodico".
Note the exact timing of the news as it reaches the public. This is the true meaning of
"REAL TIME".
The announcement is made exactly at 15:15, between 14:52 and 15:42. It shows the
power of ONE (1-2) in action on the Cross of Time between the Sun (45) and Venus
(54) Spheres
1452 1515 1542
Here is an extract from the website of El Periodico ("Ultimas Noticias" on display on
3rd January 2016):
"15.42 h. Acabada la reunión, los miembros del consejo nacional abandonan el centro
cívico Pere Quart con caras muy largas.
15.15 h. La CUP consuma su veto a Mas. La decisión de los anticapitalistas aboca a
Catalunya a unas nuevas elecciones salvo que Junts pel Sí canviara de candidato.
14.52 h. En marcha la segunda votación. En la primera ronda se han votado las dos
propuestas del secretariado (sí o no a Mas) y las cuatro alternativas que han
planteado las asambleas territoriales. Ahora se están votando las dos opciones que
han cosechado más apoyos en la primera ronda."
Here is the LAW in action at CRUCIAL MOMENTS bearing the same over greater
spans of time in World History:
1452 (Beginning of the Final Siege of Constantinople)
1515 (Accession of Francis I to the Throne of France and Acknowledgment of Charles
V as Ruler of Flanders)
1542 (Accession of Mary Queen of Scots to the Scottish Throne)
Only today we are talking not YEARS but MINUTES. This is the extent to which our
TIME has been compressed.

To UNDERSTAND MORE read our FREE EXCERPTS from "Gates of Time Windows
of Opportunity on http://oanganga.com

